HOLIDAY
HOMEWORK
th
CLASS -6

SUB:- ENGLISH LITERATURE
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Read the lessons
1. The great train journey
2. The toy- box
In the bazaars of Hyderabad
In a thin notebook write down all the difficult words and learn them by heart .
Learn about the authors and the poet
Hamlet.

SUB:-ENGLISH LANGUAGE
1.
2.
3.
4.

Adventures with grammar and composition Pg. no: 50,51,52
In your language notebook write a composition on:- How I spent my summer vacation
Readm story books to improve your vocabulary
Write and learn synonyms and antonyms Pg.no: 134,135,136

5. SUB:-MATHS
6. . Find the divisors of different numbers by activity like (page-74)
7. . Learn Divisibility rules
8. . Ch 8 : ex 8 (a) and 8 (b). Do in notebook

SUB:-HISTORY
CHAPTER- River valley civilization
ATTEMPT QUESTION F (PICTURE STUDY) IN HISTORY C.W. COPY

SUB:-GEOGRAPHY
Map work Page- 90, 93, 94
(Physical map of north America 2 sets each)

SUB:-PHYSICS
. Make a working model in physics out of the waste material lying at home. The cost of the model should
be less than 50 rs. Learn the principle behind its working , you can refer to your textbooks or internet.
. It has been submitted in the 1st week of July when school reopens .

SUB:-CHEMISTRY
Chemistry holiday homework to be done in Chemistry notebook
. Learn the symbols given on page no.-42, 43
. Learn the formulae of compounds given on page no.-49, 50
1. Formulae of Nitrogen, Oxygen, Hydrogen, Chlorine, Phosphorus and Sulphur.
(Learn and write on copy)
2. Diagram of photosynthesis (P.no.-89)
3. Table of Mixtures of Daily use (P.no.-60)

SUB:-BIOLOGY
. Make a project on structure of plant cell.

SUB:-COMPUTER
. Prepare a PowerPoint Presentation on “Road safety” and get print out.
. Submit the Hardcopy.

SUB:- PUNJABI
1.




Book reading of all the lessons.
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